Antegrade metal stent deployment under endoscopic ultrasound guidance using a novel uncovered metal stent with a fine-gauge stent delivery system

Endoscopic ultrasound-guided antegrade stent deployment (EUS-AS) has recently been performed for patients with inaccessible papilla, for example due to malignant duodenal obstruction or surgically altered anatomy [1–3]. During EUS-AS, use of a fine-gauge delivery system may prevent bile leakage because tract dilation may not be needed [4]. Additionally, to prevent stent misplacement or dislocation, a laser-cut-type uncovered self-expandable metal stent (UCSEMS) may be favorable compared with a fully covered metal stent (FCSEMS), although stent patency is shorter. Furthermore, cell width is high, so stent patency may be insufficient. Recently, a novel laser-cut-type UCSEMS (YABUSAME; Kaneka, Tokyo, Japan) has become available. Cell width is smaller than in the conventional laser-cut-type UCSEMS in the part where bending force is applied (▶Fig. 1). In addition, the stent delivery system is only 5.4Fr (▶Fig. 2). Transluminal stent insertion can thus be performed without additional tract dilation. We describe herein technical tips for EUS-AS using this novel stent. First, the intrahepatic bile duct is punctured using a 19-G needle, and contrast medium is injected. A 0.025-inch guide wire is then inserted into the common bile duct. Next, an endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) catheter is inserted into the biliary tract, and contrast medium is injected to evaluate the stricture site. After the guide wire is advanced into the intestine across the stricture site (▶Fig. 3), insertion of the novel stent delivery system is successfully performed without additional tract dilation (▶Fig. 4, ▶Video 1). Stent deployment from the lower bile duct to the upper bile duct is also successfully performed (▶Fig. 5). Finally, metal stent deployment is performed from the intrahepatic bile duct to the stomach. This novel UCSEMS may be useful as an antegrade stent because of the favorable stent patency and fine-gauge stent delivery system, although a prospective comparative study is needed.
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Fig. 3 A 0.025-inch guidewire is successfully inserted into the intestine across the stricture site.

Fig. 4 The stent delivery system is successfully inserted into the biliary tract without additional tract dilation.

Fig. 5 Antegrade stent deployment is successfully performed.